
Year 9 Drama  

Progression 
Pathway  

 

 
Depth of understanding and application 

7 – 9 
 
 
 
 

-To consistently analyse and evaluate your own work and that of others fluently, fully justifying your reasoning’s and 
ideas with supporting examples using the correct terminology, both verbally and in written work 
-To consistently peer assess, providing constructive criticism that enables the performer to adapt and improve their 
work accordingly  
- To be able to justify ideas and decisions made eloquently and with understanding 
-To be able to take on board constructive criticism positively and act on it in order to improve your work 
-To have excellent written communication skills, justifying ideas throughout essays and evaluations fully, including 
detailed examples and comparing/contrasting  
-To be able to lead and organise a group with diplomacy, taking on the role of the director regularly and without 
prompting, delegating roles within the group 
-To have made highly developed contributions to devised performance, considering all elements of performance such 
as costume, sound, lighting, make up, set and props and how they can be used for symbolic purposes 
-To have a full grasp and understanding of theatrical terminology and to be able to apply it consistently 
-To have undertaken developed and detailed contextual research that is relevant and linked to drama 
-To have an awareness of social and historical context and the impact this can have on a performance 
-To consistently demonstrate outstanding levels of characterisation through roles that are believable and highly 
developed 
-To consistently demonstrate outstanding control of the use of vocal and physical techniques that are sustained 
throughout performances 
-To create meaning within your work that is communicated clearly to an audience 
-To understand and work with a range of stimuli with creativity, imagination and originality 
-To successfully be able to create and sustain appropriate mood and atmosphere throughout a performance  
-To consistently be able to select a wide variety of genres, styles and techniques to explore with independently  
-To understand symbolism and incorporate it imaginatively within your work 
-To be able to structure drama in an imaginative manner, taking risks in shaping the work  
-To be able to think outside the box and create original works and ideas independently, demonstrating creative 
thinking and awareness of content and form 
 

6 – 8 
 
 
 
 

-To regularly analyse and evaluate your own work and that of others confidently, fully justifying your reasoning’s and 
ideas using the correct terminology 
-To regularly  peer assess, providing constructive criticism that enables the performer to adapt and improve their work 
accordingly  
- To be able to justify ideas and decisions made showing clear understanding 
-To be able to take on board constructive criticism positively and act on it in order to improve your work 
-To have excellent written communication skills, justifying ideas throughout essays and evaluations with clear examples 
-To be able to lead and organise a group with diplomacy, taking on the role of the director regularly 
-To have made excellent  contributions to devised performance, considering elements of performance such as costume, 
sound, lighting, set and props 
-To have a full grasp and understanding of theatrical terminology and to be able to apply it consistently 
-To have undertaken detailed contextual research that is relevant and linked to drama 
-To have an awareness of social and historical context and the impact this can have on a performance 
-To demonstrate outstanding levels of characterisation through roles that are believable  
-To demonstrate excellent control of the use of vocal and physical techniques that are sustained throughout 
performances 
-To create meaning within your work that is communicated clearly to an audience 
-To understand and work with a range of stimuli creatively and with imagination 
-To successfully be able to create and sustain appropriate mood and atmosphere throughout a performance  
-To consistently be able to select a variety of genres, styles and techniques to explore with independently  
-To understand symbolism and incorporate it imaginatively within your work 
-To be able to structure drama in an imaginative manner 
-To be able to think outside the box and create original works and ideas independently 
 

5 – 7 
 
 
 
 

-To be able to analyse and evaluate your own work and that of others, justifying your reasoning’s and ideas using the 
correct terminology 
-To be able to peer assess, providing constructive criticism sensitively 
- To be able to justify ideas and decisions made, demonstrating understanding 
-To be able to take on board constructive criticism positively and act on it in order to improve your work 
-To have very good written communication skills, justifying ideas throughout essays and evaluations with 
understanding 



-To be able to lead and organise a group with diplomacy, taking on the role of the director  
-To have made very good contributions to devised performance, considering some elements of performance such as 
costume, sound, lighting, set and props 
-To have a confident grasp and understanding of theatrical terminology and to be able to apply it in both verbal and 
written communication 
-To have undertaken contextual research that is relevant and linked to drama 
-To have an awareness of social and historical context and the impact this can have on a performance 
-To demonstrate excellent levels of characterisation through roles that are believable  
-To demonstrate very good control of the use of vocal and physical techniques that are sustained throughout 
performances 
-To begin to create meaning within your work that is communicated to an audience 
-To understand and work with stimuli with imagination 
-To successfully be able to create appropriate mood and atmosphere throughout a performance  
-To confidently be able to select a variety of genres, styles and techniques to explore, with some independence  
-To have an understanding of symbolism and incorporate it within your work on occasion 
-To be able to structure drama in an imaginative manner 
 

4 – 6 
 
 
 
 

-To be able to analyse and evaluate your own work and that of others, justifying your reasoning’s and ideas 
-To be able to peer assess, providing constructive criticism sensitively 
- To be able to justify ideas and decisions made, demonstrating good understanding 
-To be able to take on board constructive criticism positively and act on it in order to improve your work 
-To have good written communication skills, justifying ideas in essays and evaluations with some understanding 
-To be able to lead and organise a group with diplomacy, taking on the role of the director on occasion 
-To have made good contributions to devised performance 
-To have a good grasp and understanding of theatrical terminology  
-To have undertaken some research that is relevant and linked to drama 
-To demonstrate very good levels of characterisation through roles that are mostly believable  
-To demonstrate very good control of the use of vocal and physical techniques that are mostly sustained throughout 
performances 
-To create meaning within your work that is communicated clearly to an audience 
-To understand and work with stimuli creatively and with imagination 
-To be able to create appropriate mood and atmosphere throughout a performance  
-To be able to select a variety of genres, styles and techniques to explore with  
-To have an understanding of symbolism and begin to try and incorporate it within your work on occasion 
-To be able to structure drama with some imagination 
 

3 – 5 
 
 
 
 

-To be able to evaluate your own work and that of others, justifying your reasoning’s and ideas 
-To be able to peer assess and provide some constructive criticism sensitively 
- To be able to justify ideas and decisions made, demonstrating understanding 
-To be able to take on board constructive criticism positively  
-To have good written communication skills, justifying ideas throughout essays and evaluations with some 
understanding 
-To demonstrate the ability to work sensitively and co-operatively with others  
-To have made some contributions to devised performance 
-To have a good grasp and understanding of theatrical terminology  and to be able to apply it verbally on occasion 
-To have undertaken some research that is relevant and linked to drama 
-To demonstrate good levels of characterisation  
-To demonstrate good control of the use of vocal and physical techniques  
-To successfully be able to create appropriate mood and atmosphere in a performance  
-To be able to use a range of genres  and techniques to explore with   
-To be able to verbally explain what symbolism is and how we might use it 
-To be able to structure drama clearly 
 

2 – 4 
 
 
 
 

-To be able to evaluate your own work and that of others 
-To be able to peer assess, providing constructive criticism on occasion  
- To be able to justify ideas and decisions made, demonstrating some understanding 
-To be able to take on board constructive criticism positively  
-To have undertaken written tasks set 
-To demonstrate the ability to work sensitively and co-operatively with others  
-To have made some contributions to devised performance 
-To have a grasp of some theatrical terminology  
-To have undertaken some research that is relevant and linked to drama 
-To demonstrate good levels of characterisation by staying disciplined in performances 
-To demonstrate the use of vocal and physical techniques  
-To be able to structure drama clearly 



 

1 – 3 
 

 

-To be able to evaluate your own work and that of others on occasion  
-To be able to take on board constructive criticism positively  
-To have undertaken written tasks set 
-To demonstrate the ability to work co-operatively with others 
-To have made some contributions to devised performance 
-To have some understanding of theatrical terminology  
-To demonstrate good levels of characterisation by staying disciplined  
-To be able to structure a piece of drama  


